It is now widely accepted that dynamin-mediated fission is a fundamentally mechanical process: dynamin undergoes a GTP-dependent conformational change, constricting the neck between two compartments, somehow inducing their fission. However, the exact connection between dynamin's conformational change and the scission of the neck is still unclear. In this paper, we re-evaluate the suggestion that a change in the pitch or radius of dynamin's helical geometry drives the lipid bilayer through a mechanical instability, similar to a well-known phenomenon occurring in soap films. We find that, contrary to previous claims, there is no such instability. This lends credence to an alternative model, in which dynamin drives the membrane up an energy barrier, allowing thermal fluctuations to take it into the hemifission state. 
| INTRODUCTION
The final fission step in the formation of clathrin coated vesicles during endocytosis is performed by the GTPase dynamin, which selfassembles into helical scaffolds around the necks of invaginated pits. [1] [2] [3] During the early years of dynamin research, there was some debate as to whether dynamin functions as a "molecular switch" 4, 5 or as a "mechano-chemical enzyme". [6] [7] [8] The latter mechanical model relies on the fact that dynamin undergoes a conformational change upon GTP hydrolysis, wherein the radius and pitch of the helix decrease; 6, 9 in the model, the resulting deformation of the underlying membrane neck then leads to fission through an unspecified mechanism (said mechanism will be the subject of this paper). It is now widely agreed that the means through which dynamin induces membrane fission are indeed mechanical. 2, 3, 10, 11 However, the question of how dynamin's conformational change leads to the ultimate fission step remains open. A few proposals have been discussed in the literature. Two particular models will be relevant here, the first of which we call the catalytic model. 7, 8, 10, [12] [13] [14] [15] In this model, the membrane has two possible states of mechanical equilibrium: first, that of an approximately cylindrical tubule; and second, what is known as the hemifission state, wherein the membrane's inner leaflets merge, so that the outer leaflets form a short stretch of cylindrical micelle connecting the vesicle to the bulk membrane.
Dynamin's conformational change increases the energy of the tubular state, increasing the probability that a thermal fluctuation will push the membrane into the hemifission state (see References [10, 15] for graphical illustrations of this idea). This would imply that membrane fission is itself a stochastic process that may or may not succeed after dynamin's constriction and disassembly, depending on the state of the membrane when the dynamin scaffold disassembles.
Because the catalytic model must distinguish between membrane states with fused and un-fused inner monolayers, it requires detailed information about the membrane that is not included in the tradi- In contrast, the instability model posits that the membrane neck becomes intrinsically mechanically unstable when the dynamin scaffold goes into its constricted configuration. 8 Either an increase in the pitch of the dynamin helix, 1, [16] [17] [18] [19] or a decrease in its radius 11, 18, [20] [21] [22] could lead to such an instability. It is also often suggested that the induction of spontaneous curvature in the membrane (e.g., by
wedge-like inclusions 23 or changes in lipid composition [24] [25] [26] [27] ) is important for this instability. 8, 18, 28, 29 These proposals sometimes resemble
Leibler's idea of a curvature instability, where a protein induces curvature in a membrane, which recruits more of the protein, leading to a positive-feedback loop. 30, 31 The instability model has significant appeal from a theoretical perspective, because it attempts to explain fission at a very general level, leading to a mechanism that is potentially universal. Indeed, the model requires no information about the membrane beyond its representation as a curvature elastic sheet. In particular, no discussion of leaflet merger or hemifission intermediate states is required: this model's validity is independent of the hemifission hypothesis. Furthermore, the model closely echoes well-known phenomena in soft matter physics.
For example, consider a soap film spanning the gap between two concentric rings of radius R and separated by a distance d (see Figure 1 ). When d/R is small, the film forms a surface known as a catenoid-an axisymmetric surface with a "waist" slightly smaller than R. Increasing the distance between the two rings, the waist narrows down until the distance reaches d/R = 1.3255. Beyond this point there is no solution to the soap film shape equation. 32 As a result, the film is taken out of equilibrium and proceeds to collapse. Interestingly, this occurs even though the radius of the waist is still far from vanishing, R waist /R = 0.55244. As a portent of what is to come, we note that the same physical scenario has been considered 33 with a membrane replacing the soap film, finding that the membrane also forms a catenoid when d/R is below the critical value, but that it forms a tether when d/R exceeds this value.
A nearly identical story plays out for a helicoidal geometry. Consider a soap film spanning a helix with radius R, for which the distance from one rung to the next (called the pitch) is 2πp. In that case, when the pitch to radius ratio of the helix exceeds 2πp/R = 1.4013, there is no longer a solution to the soap film shape equation that spans the helical frame. 18 Note that in the helicoidal case, the soap film can be pushed across the collapse transition by either of the deformation modes that are proposed to be induced by dynamin, that is, decreasing the radius of the helix or increasing its pitch.
So far, theoretical studies looking for such an instability in membranes have either restricted their focus to small deformations of the membrane (assuming it is approximately cylindrical 22, 34 ) or used indirect methods to minimize the membrane energy. 18 In particular, we will discuss Reference [18] and how our analysis differs from it. However, this problem is well-defined, and can be solved without approximations. Here we will use numerical methods to solve the exact membrane shape equation. A main result following from our detailed search of the relevant parameter space, considering many possible physical scenarios, shows that such an instability in helicoidal membranes does not, in fact, exist.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the mathematical framework and setup of our study. In Section 3, we discuss the results of our calculations and their implications for membrane fission. In the Appendix S1 in Supporting Information, we describe some of the technical details of our approach.
| THEORETICAL MODEL
Considering the overall geometry of a membrane in contact with a dynamin helix, we seek helicoidally symmetric configurations spanning a helix with pitch 2πp and radius R. Of course, dynamin is an extended object, not an ideal mathematical curve. We will take the line of contact between the dynamin protein and the outer leaflet of the membrane as our reference helix. In this case, the radius of dynamin in the unconstricted state is given by R ≈ 10 nm and the pitch is P ≈ 10 to 15 nm, implying P ≈ 1.6 to 2.4 nm. 2, 35, 36 In our treatment, the membrane is also reduced to a 2-dimensional surface. This, too, is an idealization, but it is precisely this idealization that is the subject of our study: is there any instability that can explain fission at this level of modeling? Many different surfaces passing through the bilayer can in principle be considered as the reference surface; we will take the membrane midplane, as is conventional. This in principle requires a small adjustment of $2 nm to the radius of the dynamin helix, because the protein does not contact the membrane midplane.
Because we will later consider a wide array of parameter values, this merely results in a qualitatively unimportant shift of absolute numbers.
To describe equilibrium states for a membrane, the surface should minimize the Helfrich energy functional
where J is the surface's extrinsic curvature, J s is the membrane's spontaneous curvature, K is the surface's Gaussian curvature, σ is the tension in the membrane, P is the osmotic pressure across the membrane and κ and κ are mean and Gaussian curvature modulus, respectively. The Gaussian and extrinsic curvature are defined as the product and sum of the two principal curvatures, respectively, and are different measures of how much a surface curves in ambient space. [38] [39] [40] The Gaussian curvature term is topologically determined for closed surfaces by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. 38 Therefore, it is only relevant for surfaces with boundaries or in situations when the topology of the surface changes, and can often be ignored. As we will see, it cannot be discarded in this case.
Assuming the osmotic pressure is the same on the inside and outside of the membrane, we can take P = 0. We can evaluate the relevance of the surface tension σ by noting that there is a length scale associated with it: typically, ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi κ=σ p $ 30 to 100 nm in the plasma membrane. [41] [42] [43] Because we are interested in smaller length scales (the pitch and inner radius of the dynamin helix are both on the order of 10 nm 2,35,36 ), we can assume that the effects of the tension can be considered a small correction relative to those of the bending term
/2. The P = σ = 0 case is also convenient for comparison with
Reference [18] where these parameters are also set to 0.
Taking the pressure and tension to vanish, and assuming the Gaussian curvature term is irrelevant, it is obvious that the remaining contribution to the energy vanishes if the extrinsic curvature at all points on the membrane satisfies
Surfaces for which this holds are called constant mean curvature (CMC) surfaces. Evidently, because the total energy E ≥ 0, this is the lowest-possible energy state for our membrane. In a previous study of helicoidally symmetric membranes, 18 the author considers Equation (2), finding that there are no solutions for certain values of the dimensionless combinations p/R and RJ s , concluding that the membrane is unstable in this regime.
However, actually achieving this lowest-possible energy is not necessary for mechanical stability. The membrane is in static equilibrium rather when the functional variation of the energy vanishes, that is, when any small perturbation of the membrane does not change the energy (to first order).
The functional variation procedure is analogous to the process of identifying the extrema of a function by finding points where its derivative vanishes. As we will see, this distinction between global minima and equilibrium configurations is critically important. Note that the functional variation procedure does not always minimize the energy functional. Just as the derivative of a function vanishes at local maxima or saddle points, the variation of a functional can vanish for configurations that do not minimize the functional. We will return to this point later on.
Performing the functional variation, one finds that a membrane governed by the energy functional in Equation (1) is in equilibrium when it satisfies the significantly more complicated shape equation 40 ,44
where r 2 is the surface Laplace-Beltrami operator, which generalizes the Laplacian operator to curved geometries. Note that the Gaussian curvature modulus κ does not appear in the shape equation.
It is easy to see that any surface satisfying J = J s = P/σ = const also satisfies Equation (3) (note that J = P/σ is identically the shape equation for a soap film). The converse, though, is not true. Not all surfaces satisfying Equation (3) also satisfy Equation (2). In other words, solutions to Equation (2) form only a special sub-class of solutions to Equation (3) . All of this is to say that the non-existence of solutions to the equation J = J s does not imply the non-existence of solutions to the membrane shape equation.
| Boundary conditions
Because Equation (3) is higher order (i.e., it contains a term with a larger number of derivatives, namely r 2 J) than Equation (2), it requires more boundary conditions. A heuristic explanation of this fact is that, in order to solve the equation, each derivative must be inverted by an integral, leading to a constant of integration that must be determined by a boundary condition. Higher order equations, therefore, have more constants of integration and correspondingly higher-dimensional solution spaces. More specifically, Equation (3) is fourth order in the membrane's position; four boundary conditions are, therefore, required to make the solution unique.
To specify the boundary conditions, we must first explain what is meant by the "boundary" of our membrane. Because of the helicoidal symmetry of the membrane, the surface can be represented by a single curve, called the generatrix, that begins at one "rung" of the dynamin helix and ends at the next. We can then generate the entire surface by moving the generatrix along the helix and tracing the sheet that it sweeps out. The "boundaries" at which our boundary conditions apply are the beginning and end of the generatrix, which in our case is the dynamin-membrane contact line.
Two of the boundary conditions enforce the simple geometric fact that the radius of the membrane must be equal to the radius of the helix R at the membrane-dynamin contact lines at the upper and lower rungs of the helix. Solving only the second-order equation J = J s , these are the only boundary conditions that need to be enforced; in fact, it is not possible to enforce more than this.
The other two conditions relate to the angle ψ at which the membrane contacts the dynamin helix. These conditions depend on the microscopic details of the dynamin-membrane interaction and the nature of dynamin's conformational change. Dynamin binds to the membrane via its pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, which has a small hydrophobic loop that inserts into the membrane, [45] [46] [47] sometimes characterized as a wedge. 14, 23, 48 It is possible (though, perhaps unlikely, given that the loop is only a few amino acids long 49 ) that this insertion of the PH domain into the bilayer disrupts the bilayer's integrity, allowing the creation of a kink. However, because the PH domain does not penetrate very deep into the membrane, 47,48 one might also suppose that the surface is smooth across the contact line.
Our geometric conception of these two possibilities at the level of continuum theory is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Just like the shape equation, the boundary conditions bear mechanical significance and hence cannot be chosen arbitrarily. In both the kinked and the smooth case, the dynamin helix can either set the angle ψ at the contact point, or allow it to take the most energetically favorable value. In the kinked case, ψ could be determined by the opening angle of the wedge-like PH domain. In the smooth case, the dynamin helix may set ψ by applying a torque to the membrane; this has been discussed in the case of small deformations. 34 Note that we are not referring to a torque about the z-axis, that is, the axis about which the helix winds, but a torque about the local tangent to the helix, as if the PH domain were rotating away from the membrane.
On the other hand, if the membrane is free to do so, it will relax to a mechanically favorable value for ψ. This could be the case if the inserted PH domain allows for any opening angle, serving more as a hinge than a wedge. To find the conditions to optimize ψ, imagine changing ψ at every point along the contact line by an amount δψ, preserving the helicoidal symmetry of the surface. In the Supporting
Information in Appendix S1, we show that the change in the membrane's bending energy per helical turn would be
Unlike for the shape equation, the Gaussian curvature modulus κ does appear in the boundary conditions. Because δψ is (by hypothesis) unconstrained at the boundary and can assume arbitrary values, δ ψ E vanishes if and only if the quantity in brackets vanishes at the contact line-thus setting the boundary condition. In equilibrium,
To our knowledge, there is no sufficiently high-resolution data on the membrane-dynamin interaction to resolve the question of whether kinked or smooth boundary conditions are more appropriate.
Furthermore, we do not know whether dynamin is capable of applying a torque to set ψ, or whether the PH domain sets a particular opening angle. Previous continuum models vary both in whether they take the membrane to be smooth and in whether they allow dynamin to exert an axial torque. 14, 15, 18, 22, 31 We will, therefore, discuss predictions for all of these cases. First, we will consider kinked membranes with κ = 0 and κ = −κ, allowing ψ to relax. Then, we will consider kinked membranes with prescribed opening angles. Moving on to smooth membranes, we will consider a range of possible values for ψ at the boundary. The implications of our results will turn out not to depend significantly on which boundary conditions we use. Recall that Reference [18] specializes to the kinked case with κ = 0.
| RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We solve Equation ( 
| Kinked surfaces
First, we consider the surfaces with kinked boundary conditions and with κ = 0, so that J = J s at the dynamin contact line. This case is ideal for comparison with Reference [18] again, because it focuses on solutions to Equation (2) . At low pitch, we indeed find that the solutions are CMC surfaces, agreeing with the results in Reference [18] , we call this the CMC region. When J s = 0, these surfaces interpolate isometrically between the catenoid and the helicoid, and are known by various names, including "heltocat" and "helicatenoid". 50, 51 In every case with RJ s < 1, the surface exhibits a waist, resembling a helicoidally symmetric version of the catenoid. When RJ s = 1, the membrane forms a cylinder regardless of pitch. Though we do not consider such values, when RJ s > 1, the surface will bulge outward from the helix instead of curving inward.
The CMC solutions of course have vanishing bending energy.
Recall that these special surfaces in fact solve the soap film shape Equation (2) 17 We call the regime where the membrane does not have constant extrinsic curvature the non-CMC region.
To quantify a surface's deviation from Equation (2), we define the order parameter m = hR(J − J s )i, where hÁi indicates averaging over the membrane. This order parameter of course vanishes in the CMC region, but increases continuously going into the non-CMC region, as shown in Figure 3 . This transition is precisely the instability of the soap film equation: in the non-CMC region, there are no solutions to Equation (2) and so the membrane must go into a configuration with non-zero energy. Examples of CMC and non-CMC surfaces are shown in Figure 4 . As in Reference [33] , which studied the transformation of an axially symmetric membrane from a catenoid to a tether when subjected to increasing pulling force, we find that the transition from CMC to non-CMC is smooth, with no bifurcation. Given the close mathematical similarity between helicoidally and axially symmetric surfaces, this outcome should not be a surprise. We point out,
though, that our numerical routine cannot conclusively show that only one solution to the shape equation exists for a given set of parameters, and so it is theoretically possible that there is a bifurcation we numerically missed. However, in light of the similarity to the results in Reference [33] , as well as the fact that our method is able to find unstable and metastable solutions, 52 the existing evidence suggests there is no bifurcation.
Because the transition from m = 0 to m > 0 occurs continuously, a small change in the parameters R, P, or J s leads to a correspondingly small change in the surface. If the membrane underwent a discontinuous transition, it would have to be temporarily out of equilibrium, potentially destabilizing the membrane and leading to breakage. Crucially, we observe a transition that can be performed adiabatically, so that the membrane is always in equilibrium, leaving little question of how the membrane responds to increasing the helical pitch.
Of course, configurations with m 6 ¼ 0 will also have non-zero energy. The dynamin helix must, therefore, do work to deform the membrane out of the CMC region. This energy could be provided by GTP hydrolysis, dynamin assembly, or a variety of other sources;
however, the authors have argued 53 that the energy from dynamin assembly cannot alone provide the necessary energy for large deformations of the surface.
Next, we seek membrane configurations satisfying Equation (5) with κ = − κ. While almost nothing is known about the value of κ for biological membranes, its permissible range is −2κ < κ < 0 . 40 Our choice κ = − κ is in the middle of that range, and conforms to what little is known from studies of model membranes-see for instance table 1 in Reference [54] . Including the contribution of the Gaussian curvature modulus, we again find solutions all throughout the relevant parameter space. Because these solutions do not satisfy J 6 ¼ J s even at the contact line, they are almost never CMC surfaces. Since including the κ term kills the CMC solutions, it also kills the transition from CMC to non-CMC. There is no appreciable shape transition, hence there is also no possibility of a discontinuous response to small changes in P or J s .
To represent the effects of a fixed wedge inserting into the membrane, we consider kinked membranes with a prescribed angle at the contact line. The boundary conditions are set symmetrically as in the left side of Figure 4 , so that ψ is the same on both sides of the dynamin contact line. We specifically considered solutions with ψ = −π/4, −π/8, π/8, π/4 (we will discuss the case ψ = 0 in the next section), again using values of RJ s between −1 and 1. Surfaces with positive values of ψ bulge outward from the helix, while those with negative values curve inward and possess a waist. As in the other cases, we were able to find solutions for every value of the pitch and spontaneous curvature we investigated. We considered values of p/R up to 0.5, corresponding roughly to a pitch of 31 nm. As in the case with non-zero κ, the solutions are almost never CMC and there is no significant shape transition.
| Smooth surfaces
We also solve Equation (3) with boundary conditions requiring the surface to be smooth at the contact line (as in the right side of Positive values of ψ cause the membrane to bulge outward just above the contact line, and inward just below it.
At low pitch, these surfaces closely resemble cylinders, except for when the contact angle ψ is large. However, even when the membrane is far from cylindrical, it does not cross the z-axis, which would lead to self-intersections, a possibility examined in References [22, 34] . Examples of our solutions with ψ = 0 are shown in Figure 5 .
In this case, the membrane only has CMC when RJ s = 1 and ψ = 0, in which case it is exactly cylindrical. That is, with these boundary conditions, solutions to Equation (2) are almost never solutions to Equation (3) . As in previous cases, there is no significant transition in the order parameter m, or in the shape of the surface. Once again, small changes in the parameters R, P and J s seem to always lead to small changes in the membrane's shape, so that any change can be performed adiabatically.
| CONCLUSIONS
Using the full membrane shape equation, we have found that there are equilibrium membrane configurations possessing helicoidal symmetry at all relevant values of the pitch and spontaneous curvature.
We have verified this result for a wide set of physically reasonable boundary conditions, each corresponding to a different biophysical scenario. Specifically, we have considered models in which dynamin inserts a wedge into the membrane or simply acts as a scaffold imparting helicoidal symmetry. Within each of these models, we considered the effect of applied torques from the dynamin filament on the membrane, finding that solutions to the membrane shape equation exist even when the filament imparts significant deformations to the surface.
This result does not fully eliminate the possibility of a mechanical instability driving the transition to hemifission or full scission, but it does contradict the idea's existing theoretical support. This study did not consider the possibility of an instability taking place at the edge of the dynamin helix. Given that experimental evidence shows that this is precisely where fission occurs, 15 one could claim that this is the most likely place for an instability to materialize. However, in that region, the membrane is still approximately axially symmetric; because this geometry is so well-studied, it is unlikely that such an obvious instability has been overlooked. and applying these smooth boundary conditions we find that, again, the membrane has no instability or shape transition of any sort, but rather changes slowly in response to small changes in boundary conditions. This point is not merely academic: the existence of a shape transition, especially a discontinuous one, suggests a path through which dynamin could take the membrane out of mechanical equilibrium. Some physical scenarios where membranes undergo a discontinuous shape transition are described in References [55] [56] [57] . During such a discontinuous transition, the membrane would be transiently taken out of mechanical equilibrium as it deforms from one state to the other. The ultimate consequences of such a transition depend on membrane dynamics, and are, therefore, difficult to ascertain, but it is possible that the membrane could rupture or go into a hemifission state.
Although we have found that solutions to the shape equation exist for a large variety of boundary conditions, we must reiterate that there is a stricter sense of the word "stability" that one encounters primarily in the mathematical literature and which we have not analyzed here. This meaning distinguishes local minima of the energy functional, which are stable, from saddle points, which are unstable. To guarantee our solutions' stability in this sense requires the technically challenging framework of the second variation, the functional analogue of the second derivative. In order to evaluate the stability of a membrane configuration in this sense, one must calculate the spectrum of eigenvalues of a differential operator for each solution of the shape equation; this operator was calculated for membranes. 44, 58 For examples of such a calculation, see Reference [50] for an investigation of the stability of helicoidal soap films, or
Reference [59] for a study on cylindrical membranes.
If the membrane does not possess such an instability, the analysis presented here suggests the Helfrich model cannot explain why the membrane undergoes fission. This is not entirely surprising; after all, the Helfrich model only describes the membrane approximately and is not guaranteed to be valid at length scales on the order of a few nanometers. Higher order terms or internal degrees of freedom such as tilt or membrane compressibility may be essential for understanding how dynamin's conformational change induces fission. Indeed, many researchers have obviously intuited that the Helfrich picture is insufficient and, therefore, included such degrees of freedom in their studies of dynamin. 7, 13, 14 It is known that in fact large curvatures can excite lipid tilt, potentially leading to a positive-feedback effect. 60, 61 Perhaps our increasing understanding of these degrees of freedom will lead to a mechanistic theory of dynamin-mediated fission.
